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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a novel patch-based
face hallucination framework, which employs a dual model
to hallucinate different components associated with one facial
image. Our model is based on a statistical learning approach:
Associative Learning. It suffices to learn the dependencies between
low-resolution image patches and their high-resolution ones with
a new concept Hidden Parameter Space as a bridge to connect
those patches with different resolutions. To compensate higher
frequency information of images, we present a dual associative
learning algorithm for orderly inferring main components and
high frequency components of faces. The patches can be finally
integrated to form a whole high-resolution image. Experiments
demonstrate that our approach does render high quality superresolution faces.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In face identification and recognition applications, it is
generally useful to render a high-resolution face image from
the low-resolution one, which is one popular topic in computer
vision community and called face hallucination or face superresolution. A great number of super-resolution techniques have
been proposed in recent years [1][2][3][5][6][7][8][10]. Most
target at producing a super-resolution image from a sequence
of low-resolution images [5][7][10]. Some other approaches
are based on learning from the training set containing highand low-resolution image pairs, with the assumption that highresolution images are Markov Random Field (MRF) [3][6][7].
These methods are more suitable for synthesizing local texture,
and are usually applied to generic images without special
consideration on the property of face images.
Baker and Kanade [1][2] develop a hallucination method
based on the property of face image. Abandoning the MRF
assumption, it infers the high frequency components from
a parent structure by recognizing the local features from
the training set. Liu et al.[8] develop a two-step statistical
approach integrating global and local models. Both of the
two methods use complicated probabilistic models and are
based on an explicit resolution reduction function, which is
sometimes difficult to obtain in practice.
Instead of using a probabilistic model, Wang et al. [14]
propose a face hallucination method directly based on linear
transform between two spaces of different dimensions. Though
simple, as a global linear approach, it suffers the serious
problem of losing important detail information.
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In this paper, we propose a novel framework based on
image patches for solving single facial image super-resolution
problems. We develop the dual associative learning model to
hallucinate different components associated with one facial
image.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Given the high dimensional nature of images, modeling nonlinear dependencies in the image space is often infeasible due
either to limited training data or computational complexity.
While linear relationships beyond PCA are hard to model due
to high dimensional data with the lack of training samples.
That presents a number of challenges.
Suppose that two related data sets D ∈ <d1 ×n and D̂ ∈
d2 ×n
<
with an equal number of observations are available,
it arises that how to exploit the correlations between them
to estimate one set from the other. This problem has been
studied in the signal processing community [12] and neural
network community [4]. It is known as reduced rank Wiener
filtering [12] or Asymmetric PCA (APCA) [4]. In contrast to
joint PCA, the purpose of Asymmetric PCA is to explore the
use of linear models for learning relations between two given
data sets while coupling the coefficients in a robust way. For
simplicity, we assume that both D and D̂ are zeros mean.
APCA can be formulated as the minimization of
Eapca (B, B̂) =

n
X

kd̂i − B̂BT di k2

(1)

i=1

From above equation, we can observe that if d̂i = di and
B̂ = B then minimizing (1) leads to the standard (symmetric)
PCA [4]. When working with high dimensional data such as
images, the solution of (1) is hard to achieve.
Torre et al. [13] extend APCA and formulate Asymmetric
Coupled Component Analysis (ACCA) in such a way that
the hidden coefficients are made explicit. This differs from
and generalizes previous work in that it allows us to impose
constraints on the coupling. Although the solution of ACCA
can be derived from a more robust objective function in
[13], the basis philosophy of ACCA is not applicable to
super-resolution problems. The reason is that there exists a
formidable challenge in that applying ACCA to learn the
relationships between low- and high-resolution image data sets

with large dimension gap. ACCA might fail in the particular
case of high difference in dimensions of two data sets.
III. A SSOCIATIVE L EARNING
The purpose of this paper is to describe a associative
learning method for learning dependencies between lowresolution image data sets and high-resolution data sets in
the hidden parameter space rather than the observation space.
The proposed associative learning method is directly applied
to hallucinating faces. To assure hallucinating quality, we
develop a dual associative learning framework to reinforce
once associative learning performance.
A. Patch-Based Asymmetric Associative Learning
The fundamental task of face hallucination is to learn
the relationship between low-resolution images and highresolution ones. However, the dimension of image space is
too high to effectively establish this relation. To address the
problem, we divide the whole face image into a set of small
overlapped small patches as elements for hallucinating. In
order to establish the relationship between the low-resolution
patch space and the high resolution patch space, we develop
a statistical learning method named Patch-Based Asymmetric
Associative Learning, which associates and correlates two
patch spaces by introducing an intermediate space.
Denote the low resolution patch space as ΩL ∈ <dL and
the high resolution patch space as ΩH ∈ <dH (dL < dH ).
We use xL to denote the vector in space ΩL , and use xH to
denote the vector in space ΩH . Suppose we have n(>> dH >
dL ) training samples, then we can arrange all these training
(1)
(n)
samples into two matrices: XL = [xL , · · · , xL ] and XH =
(1)
(n)
(i)
[xH , · · · , xH ], where xL is the vector representation of i-th
(n)
low resolution patch, while xH is the vector representing the
corresponding high resolution part. For succinct formulation,
we enforce XL and XH to have zero means by subtracting
the mean vector respectively.
Assuming there exists a linear relation between the two
spaces, we can approximate xH by AxL . The problem of
solving A can be formulated as a multivariate regression
problem as
Ereg (A) =

n
X

(i)

(i)

kxH − AxL k2 ,

(2)

i=1

because XL XT
L is invertible, the closed form solution to above
T −1
problem is A = XH XT
.
L (XL XL )
Nonetheless, in real application, it is always the case that
samples in ΩL or ΩH only distribute in a subspace, which
allows us to impose rank constraint on the matrix A in
regression. Intuitively speaking, the rank of A is an important
parameter characterizing the complexity of the linear model.
To strike a well balance between fidelity and generalization
ability and robustly estimate the relationship, it is crucial to
identify the subspace. Based on this observation, we integrate
the multivariate linear regression and the well-known dimensionality reduction method SVD (PCA) by introducing the
concept Hidden Parameter Space.

(i)

In our formulation, the vector xL in space ΩL and the
(i)
vector xH in space ΩH correspond to the same vector hi in
hidden parameter space. In ideal case without noise, we have
(i)

xL = B L h i ,
(i)

xH = B H h i ,

BL ∈ <dL ×k

(3)

BH ∈ <dH ×k

(4)

The dimension of hidden parameter space is smaller than
that of space ΩL and space ΩH : k < dL < dH . In addition,
the base matrices BL and BH are orthogonal matrices. Then
the linear relation between two spaces is as below,
x H = B H BT
L xL .

(5)

Combining (5) and (2), the associative learning model can
be finally formulated as minimization of the following energy
function
n
X
(i)
(i) 2
E(BL , BH ) =
kxH − BH BT
(6)
L xL k .
i=1

By representing A by BH BT
L , we indeed impose an rank
constraint on A: rank(A) ≤ k. According to the theory of
Singular Value Decomposition, BH and BL can be solved by
performing SVD on A(e.g. A = UΣV T ), and computing BL
and BH by selecting the first K(≤ k) left singular vectors U
and K right singular vectors V and scaling them by square
root of corresponding singular values; that is
BH = U̇Σ̇1/2
BL = V̇Σ̇1/2

(7)

where Σ̇ is the top-left K × K submatrix of the pseudo
diagonal matrix Σ, and U̇ and V̇ both contain first K columns
of orthogonal matrices U, V.
B. Dual Associative Learning
We develop the dual associative learning model to hallucinate different components associated with one facial image.
The first learning model can recover global face structure
and main local facial features. The second one accounts for
learning higher frequency components (e.g. corners of eyes,
mouth, nose and other facial details) of faces. Both models
are learned from existing high-resolution face images and their
smoothed and down-sampled lower resolution ones.
(i)
First, given the input training data sets {IL }li=1 (low(i) l
resolution face data set) and {IH }i=1 (high-resolution face
data set), where l is input sample number, we propose the
Associative Learning algorithm:
• Step 1. Calculate pairwise mean face µL and µH from
the training data sets.
(i) l
(i) l
• Step 2. Divide whole images {IL }i=1 , {IH }i=1 , µL
and µH into a set of small overlapping image patch sets
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
{pL,j |pL,j ∈ IL , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ l}, {pH,j |pH,j ∈
(i)
m
IH , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ l}, {µL,j }m
j=1 and {µH,j }j=1 .
Adopt same number and relative positions between lowresolution patches and their counterpart high-resolution

ones, m is the share number of patches belong to one
face image.
• Step 3. For each position j = 1, · · · , m of patches:
(i)
Construct pairwise patch sets XL,j = {pL,j − µL,j }li=1
(i)
and XH,j = {pH,j − µH,j }li=1 , and perform patch-based
asymmetric associative learning to acquire the linear
relation (reflected in matrices BL,j and BH,j ) between
XL,j and XH,j . Keep the final linear transformation
matrix as Tj = BH,j BT
L,j
The associative learning algorithm outputs useful data
m
m
{µL,j }m
j=1 , {µH,j }j=1 and {Tj }j=1 for hallucinating faces.
For testing stage, we also divide the testing image IL into
overlapping patches {pL,j }m
j=1 as in training stage. Apply (5)
to render the hallucinated high-resolution patch pH,j for each
patch pL,j . Concatenate and integrate the hallucinated highresolution patches to form one facial image, which is just the
target high-resolution facial image, with local compatibility
and smoothness constraints. That is
m
[
I˜H =
[Tj (pL,j − µL,j ) + µH,j ]
(8)
j=1

S

where the operator represents concatenating and integrating
the patches belong to one face image to form a full face image,
simultaneously blending pixels in the overlapping area.
Generally, only single associative learning is not enough to
hallucinate satisfactory results. Second associative learning is
applied again to establish the relation between low resolution
image residual and high resolution image residual caused by
the first associative learning. Once the model is trained, we can
infer the high-resolution residue from low-resolution residue,
and further enhance the quality of hallucination. We combine
the two-stage associative learning as a integrated framework,
called Dual Associative Learning:
(i)
(i)
1) Split the training sets {IL }ni=1 and {IH }ni=1 into two
disjoint halves. Send the first half to the associative
g m
m
leaning model, {µL,j }m
j=1 , {µH,j }j=1 and {Tj }j=1 are
acquired.
2) Using the low-resolution images of the remaining half
training data as test images, hallucinate faces directly
using (8) by exploiting the results from step 1. Then two
residual images for each sample can be constructed as
below: one is obtained by subtracting the low-resolution
image by a down-sampled version of the hallucinated
image, the other is obtained by subtracting the actual
high-resolution image by the hallucinated image.
3) Input low- and high-resolution residue images to
the associative leaning model to compute {νL,j }m
j=1 ,
r m
{νH,j }m
and
{T
}
.
j=1
j j=1
For an input low-resolution image IL with its overlapping
g
patches {pL,j }m
j=1 , the global super-resolution image IH is
hallucinated from (8) by substituting the formula with pL,j ,
µL,j , µH,j and Tgj . Construct low-resolution residue image
ILr with its overlapping patches {qL,j }m
j=1 , by subtracting the
input image IL with the down-sampled version of hallucinated
g
g
image IH
. As a same way for hallucinating IH
, substitute

(8) with qL,j , νL,j , νH,j and Trj to infer the high-resolution
r
r
residue image IH
. Add the inferred residue image IH
to the
g
g
∗
r
global version IH to render the final result IH = IH + IH
.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
Our experiments were conducted using a mixed database,
which is a collection of two databases XM2VTS [9] and
FERET [11]. Our training data set consists of about 1400
images. Among all these samples, we select a half part
samples for training the global model and the remain part
for training residue compensation. Other samples and some
outside samples are for testing. As a necessary preamble steps,
we perform geometric normalization by an affine transform
based on coordinates of eyes and mouth. After the transform,
each image is cropped to a canonical 96×128 grayscale image
as the high-resolution one. The corresponding low-resolution
images are obtained by smoothing and down-sampling, which
are 24 × 32 images.
In our experiments, for each low-resolution image, 682
(that is the value for m) overlapped patches are extracted
by sliding a small 3 × 3 window pixel by pixel. For highresolution images, 682 12 × 12 patches are extracted as well.
The patches in low- and high-resolution image are in one-toone correspondence. The dimension k of the hidden parameter
space is set to 5, the parameter K is also set to 5. Our
experiments show that such configuration on parameters yields
the most satisfactory results. Notice that the two parts for
training the dual associative learning model must be disjoint
from each other.
The resultant images are shown in Fig. 1. We can see that
single associative learning (plotted in Fig. 1(d)) can produce
good hallucinated results, and dual associative learning (plotted in Fig. 1(e)) further enhances the quality. The hallucinated
image approximates the groundtruth fairly well.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have compared our algorithm with other existing methods, including Cubic B-Spline and Baker’s algorithms, the
results are shown in Fig. 1 from which we can clearly see
the limitation of other methods. The quality of cubic B-Spline
reconstruction is rather rough. Baker et al’s method produces a
better but still fairly blurred face. Our method has advantages
over others in terms of preserving both global structure and
subtle details.
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